TRUMP WILL BE 70 YEARS,
7 MONTHS AND 7 DAYS OLD
FIRST FULL DAY IN OFFICE
"If Cain shall be avenged sevenfold,
truly Lamech seventy and sevenfold."
GENESIS 4:24

Excerpt from “The Trump Enigma: Is Trump Draining or
Replenishing the Washington Swamp?”
By Kerry R. Bolton, foreignpolicyjournal.com, 1-13-17

Despite Trump’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, a key
adviser, being an Orthodox Jew, Trump made the
Zionist lobby histrionic early in the campaign. The
Anti-Defamation League of B’nai B’rith (ADL) has
existed as a pervasive presence at all levels of U.S.
society since 1913, for the purpose of ensuring that
people such as Trump do not so much as get elected
to a local school board. Predictably, the ADL tried to
associate Trump with an upsurge of “anti-Semitism,”
in reference to an alleged widespread reaction
against Jewish journalism.
In particular there remains much concern about the
appointment of Stephen Bannon, former head of Breitbart
News, as Trump’s senior counsellor, the ADL describing
Bannan as a “white nationalist.” The senior-editor-at-large
for Breitbart News is Joel Pollak, a practising Orthodox Jew
and Zionist zealot.
Having been condemned in the usual manner by the ADL
and other Zionist organizations, the allegations against
Breitbart News seem to be of the type that often occurs
between feuding sections of Jewry, in this case Islamophobia
being a connecting link between the Israeli “right” and certain
“populists” in the West, including Trump, “populism” always
causing unease among large sections of Jewry, regardless of
being a newfound ally for Israel.

EDITOR'S NOTE: It was Lamech the Kenite being quoted in Genesis 4:24,
not God. The Kenites are the offspring of Cain, the literal offspring of Satan.
This is why Christ called them the “Generation of Vipers” in Matthew 23:33
and in Revelation 3:9, the “Synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews,
and are not, but do lie” meaning these Kenites claim to be the Tribe of
Judah, they claim to be The State of Israel, but in reality, they are the
Serpent's Seed written of in Genesis Chapter 3 where you can read of the
conception of Cain for yourself. That word translated as “touch” in Genesis
3:3 is #5060 in the Hebrew Dictionary of The Strong's Concordance and is a
Hebrew Euphemism that means “to lie with a woman”. The Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil is Satan and the fruit both Adam and Eve ate of
was Satan's deception which included the sexual act that took place in the
Garden of Eden. This is why Adam and Eve “sewed fig leaves together, and
made themselves aprons” to cover up their genitals out of shame. This is
the root of “the Parable of the Fig Tree” Christ commanded us to learn in
Mark 13 and Matthew 24. It has to do with the Kenites, the evil figs written
of in Jeremiah 24 returning to the land of Israel in 1948 which is where
Jerusalem is: the geographic location where their father, the devil, will
appear as the False Messiah at the 6th Seal, the 6th Trumpet and the 6th Vial.
The True Christ will not return until the 7th Trumpet, the 7th Vial and within
the time frame of the 7th Seal. So don't let this 70 years, 7 months and 7
days thing deceive you into thinking this isn't just another part of the build
up to that Hour of Temptation because that's what it is.
Are we saying Trump is a Kenite? No.
But look at who his children are married to.
Don't forget what Lamech the Kenite said.

Having won, the ADL congratulated Trump on his victory, and
soon had good reason for optimism. Trump’s first diplomatic
act, even before assuming the presidency, was to try and
stymie the resolution against Israel’s expansion of
settlements introduced into the United Nations Security
Council. This succeeded because Obama’s outgoing
administration finally had the stamina to defy Israel and did
not use the veto.

The Zionist Organization of America issued a
statement praising Trump’s efforts in trying to stop the
resolution at the U.N.: “ZOA praises President-elect
Donald Trump for condemning the anti-Israel UNSC
resolution, and the President-elect’s nominee for U.S.
Ambassador to Israel David Friedman for working
relentlessly to try to stop this anti-Israel resolution.”
EDITOR'S NOTE:
This is not “anti-globalism”,
in case you haven't figured it out yet.
It's just the opposite.
WORLD PEACE is the KEY.

---------------------------------------------------EVERY ONE THAT IS PROUD IN HEART IS
AN ABOMINATION TO THE LORD:
THOUGH HAND JOIN IN HAND,
HE SHALL NOT BE UNPUNISHED.
PROVERBS 16:5

(EXCERPT) I have seen endless theories over the past several months on all the ways in which the global elites

would sabotage the Trump campaign. I believe the phrase “they will never allow him to win” was repeated in nearly
every discussion on the election. The assumption in this instance was that Trump is “anti-establishment” and,
therefore, a threat to the globalists. These are the same globalists that people also claimed would “rig the election,”
or initiate a “coup” in the electoral college to stop a Trump presidency.
Of course, this never happened. So, a large percentage of the movement needs to question — why didn’t it happen?
How did Trump win within a system we know has been rigged for decades?
You’ll hear hundreds of theories and rationalizations on Trump’s miraculous victory, but a reason you will almost
never hear is also the most likely one: Trump won the election because he serves the interests of the establishment.
Trump won because he is a fake.
It seems to me that there are some activists that just can’t grasp the notion that Trump was the candidate the elites
wanted all along. After all, didn’t the powers-that-be do everything in their power to try and stop him from winning the
election?
Well, not really. The media firestorm surrounding Trump, though highly negative in tone, only boosted Trump’s
exposure throughout the election. In fact, Trump received more coverage from outlets like CNN than all the other
candidates combined.
This was the exact opposite tactic that the elitist controlled media used against true liberty candidate Ron Paul in 2012. With Paul,
the media went out of their way to ignore him; they even refused to show a single Ron Paul campaign sign in a crowd if they could
avoid it. This was a concerted systematic effort on the part of left AND right wing media outlets to ensure that no one outside of the
internet heard about Ron Paul.
So what happened with Trump? Why did the mainstream media abandon a strategy that was very effective against Ron Paul, and
why did they give Trump endless free coverage?
The elites also did not take very stringent measures to disrupt Trump’s candidacy early in the race. The Republican National
Convention undertook a campaign of disinformation and rule changes in order to ensure that Ron Paul would have no chance of
organizing an upset against establishment choice Mitt Romney. The same exact kind of treachery was used by the DNC in 2016 to
sabotage Bernie Sanders — arguably a far more popular and effective candidate than Hillary Clinton. The party elites have
numerous tools at their disposal to kill a candidate’s chances before he or she ever makes it on the national stage, yet, we are
supposed to believe that Trump just slipped through the cracks, or beat them at their own game? I think not.

The election itself was riddled with email leaks and data dumps showcasing the corruption of the Clinton campaign,
and yes, this did help to ensure a Trump win. The accusations of “Russian hacking” is clearly a sideshow, but the
question remains, who did feed that information to Wikileaks? Some theorize that “disgruntled employees” within the
U.S. intelligence apparatus may have leaked the data. I think they were not disgruntled. I think that most of the leaks
were part of the election theater from the very beginning. In light of Trump’s clear goal to entrench banking vampires
within his administration, I think that the elites always intended for him to “win” the election.
Of course, for some in the liberty movement this claim is sacrilegious. They don’t want to hear it, they’ll hate me for
saying it, and that’s fine. I started my work in 2006 during the Bush years, and I remember quite well what it was
like. I have little doubt that some people will be accusing me of being a "liberal" before they even finish this article,
just as people called me a "Neo-Con" during the Obama administration. People who held fast to "conspiracy
theories" surrounding the election and how Clinton was the "chosen one" will now hypocritically call me a "conspiracy
theorist" for pointing out that NO ONE gets into the White House without being vetted by the elites, even Trump.
Working in alternative media means not caring if people like you or dislike you. I’ve been able to make numerous
correct predictions because I do not concern myself with the pressures of conforming to group-think. My only hope is
that many in the movement realize sooner rather than later that their faith in Trump has been ill invested. The great
danger is that the liberty movement, the best last chance for saving this nation, will sit on its collective hands idle,
centralizing all their hopes and eggs into the Trump basket, waiting for him to gallop in on his white horse and save
us all from oblivion. And when that time comes, I suspect that he will do nothing, and the movement will be
neutralized by its own desperate desire for a hero and an idol.

